Psychosocial Workplace Hazards and Workers’ Health in Factory Sector
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Abstract: Nowadays, issues on psychosocial workplace hazards have become a hot topic. However, only a small amount of research has been conducted in Malaysia. The purpose of this study is to determine the relationship between psychosocial workplace hazards and workers’ health which is measured using Body Mass Index (BMI) as well as mental health. Two research hypotheses related to psychosocial workplace hazards, i.e. Body Mass Index (BMI) and mental health were examined. In this study, 105 workers were selected randomly from factories located in Klang, Selangor, and questionnaires were distributed to them. The result revealed that there is a significant relationship between psychosocial workplace hazards and BMI, while there is no significant relationship between psychosocial workplace hazards and mental health. This study serves as a guideline for organisations concerning the relationship between psychosocial workplace hazards with workers’ health.
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1. Introduction

Earlier studies have revealed that psychosocial workplace hazards may cause a huge impact on workers’ health [1]. Psychosocial workplace hazards are defined as the aspects of job content, work organisation and of social and organisational conditions which have the potential for physical and psychological harm [2]. The Malaysian National Health and Morbidity Survey which conducted a survey on Non-Communicable Diseases (NCD) risk factors stated that 27.2% or 4.4 million adults in Malaysia are obese in only a year [3]. Almost 45% of the Malaysian population are rated as overweight, followed by South Korea, Pakistan and China. In Malaysia, a survey was conducted on 1,612 females working in 10 large electronics assembly factories. More than 78% of the subjects were Malay and about 71 percent of them were below 35 years old. More than half of the women (57.6%) worked three shifts, rotating every seven to ten days. Data were obtained using self-administered questionnaires. The results revealed that working in rotating shifts including nights and long working hours is significantly associated with being overweight (as defined by Body the Mass Index)[4].

Malaysia as the one of the fastest developing countries in Southeast Asia may need to keep the pace of development to compete with other countries in the Southeast Asia region. In 2011, the GDP of Malaysia was about $450 billion—the third-largest economy in ASEAN, and 29th-largest in the world [5]. This situation mostly affects companies and institutions in Malaysia. The increased workload may cause psychosocial workplace hazards to happen. The huge amount of workload has been shown to have increased potential in compromising workplace safety outcomes [6]. Health problems will be affected by psychological stress, but studies have also shown that psychosocial hazards cannot give impact towards our bodies directly [7]. Studies which have inspected the connection between physical hazards and humans’ well-being have the tendency to be gathered by particular physical hazards. Conversely, psychosocial hazards will be gathered by the health result [7]. Thus, it is crucial to figure out how the overall health of workers can be affected by psychosocial workplace hazards.

There is a deficiency in studies which test how psychosocial hazards can affect physical health [7]. In Malaysia currently, there are only a few studies that have been conducted. Most of the studies that have been conducted relate physical workplace hazards with workers’ health compared to psychosocial workplace hazards.
hazards on workers’ health by comparing the accident rate. Hence, in this study, the researcher aims to identify the relationship between psychosocial workplace hazards and workers’ Body Mass Index (BMI) as well as the relationship between psychosocial workplace hazards and workers’ mental health in the factory sector.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Psychosocial Workplace Hazards

Nowadays, psychosocial workplace hazards have become a hot issue for the working population. Psychosocial workplace hazards are defined as parts of occupation substance, work hierarchical administration, environments, social, and authoritative conditions which can bring about mental or physical mischief [2]. Both psychological and physical health can be affected by workplace hazards [8]. From this statement, we can assume that workplace hazards can give some impact towards humans’ body from both the outside and inside. Reports on bullying and harassment have shown figures that have almost doubled since 2008. Statistics show that there is a rise in bullying and harassment at the workplace from 20% to 37% in the year 2010 [9].

Larger workplaces are frequently connected with issues of psychosocial workplace hazards [7]. Psychosocial hazards can give impact towards our bodies physically and mentally, whether through direct or indirect stress. Most previous studies have highlighted the non-direct, stress-related psychosocial hazards on workers’ health [2]. Basically, psychosocial hazards are related to an organisation’s environment and role, workers’ career development, workers’ relationships at the workplace, work designation, amount of work assigned, and the ways work should be executed [2].

Basically, work gives some benefits to humans’ mental health and personal comfort. It provides a person with structure and function, together with a sense of identity. It also provides opportunities for the person to enhance and use his/her knowledge and specialty to form social interactions and boost his/her confidence level. However, there are some elements in the work area that may have bad effects towards humans’ mental and physical health. Organisations and other personal matters have been shown to be factors that give rise to issues of psychosocial workplace hazards. The main problems that have been identified are bad work schedules, lack of connections’ quality, and low communication between coworkers. Mental health related to the workplace should be assessed, analysed and classified as important as it may pose risks to workers’ safety. Organisations or companies should focus on this matter thoroughly and create better rules [10].

In consideration of job demands, it is crucial to find the psychosocial hazards caused by excessive amount of work, such as if the workers do experience a good working environment or have gone through decent training and possess high skills and knowledge. Workers that work above their limits may be at risk of experiencing stress issues. Other than that, if workers suffer long-term stress, they may suffer from serious mental health problems which may then affect their hearts and maybe some other parts of their body. Organisations will also suffer from some bad consequences such as workers’ bad performance and slow production. Workers also cannot work efficiently if they come to the workplace in a sick state. Records of accidents and injuries at the workplace may also rise. Early retirement statistics will also increase due to the stress coming from the working environment [11].

2.2 Obesity and Overweight

Understanding how obesity and overweight give impacts towards humans’ body and how the environment and individual elements can affect obesity and overweight is very important [7, 12]. According to the World Health Organisation (WHO) [13], obesity and overweight are defined as the redundancy of fat that is concentrated together and can cause bad impacts towards humans’ health. The WHO [13] also stated that adults are classified as overweight if they have a Body Mass Index (BMI) which is greater than or equal to 25, while adults are classified as obese if they have a Body Mass Index (BMI) which is greater than or equal to 30. The method to calculate the Body Mass Index (BMI) is by dividing a person’s weight in kilograms by the multiplication product of the person’s height in meters [14].

Basically, there are many factors that can cause a person to become overweight or obese. Most of the factors are related to the person itself. Based on the WHO [13], the main reason a person becomes overweight or obese is the difference between the amount of calories taken and the calories that are used. There are also some other important aspects that may become reasons of people becoming overweight or obese. Practicing only small amounts of physical activity has also been shown to have a huge impact on humans’ weight.

There also factors that may cause the practice of only a small amount of physical activity, such as different types of working conditions and environments, the changing of vehicles to go to the work, and the increasing amount of social processes between people [13]. Obesity is linked with various types of diseases such as diabetes, coronary heart diseases, some types of cancer such as breast cancer and bowel cancer, and lastly stroke [15].

2.3 Mental health

According to the WHO [16], mental health is defined as the condition of complete physical, mental and social health and is no more than the non-appearance of disease and mental weakness. There are three different indicators of mental health according to the Centre Disease Control (CDC) [17]. The first indicator is emotional well-being. This indicator is related to life satisfaction, peacefulness and happiness. The next indicator is psychological well-being. This indicator includes factors of self-acknowledgment, self-awareness, openness to new encounters, confidence, reason in life, control of one's
condition, a deep sense of being, self-course, and positive connections. The last indicator is social well-being. It includes social acknowledgment, convictions in the capability of individuals, individual self-esteem and a sense of group [17].

Based on the Mayo Clinic Staff [18], mental illness is defined as a huge scale of mental health conditions and a sickness that can have an impact towards humans’ behaviour, thoughts and emotions. Examples of mental illnesses include depression, anxiety disorders, schizophrenia, eating disorders and addictive behaviours [18]. Work can add to the advancement of mental sickness through poor working environments and work-associated issues [19]. The workplace plays a huge part in causing mental health problems among the working population. There is proof which demonstrates that the poor association and administration of work assumes a huge part in the presence of emotional wellness issues [20, 21]. In other research, psychosocial issues (for example, the absence of employment control, low choice scope, low ability prudence and work strain) have been observed to be related to the danger of discouragement, weaknesses in working, nervousness, trouble, weariness, work disappointment, burnout and absence due to sickness[20].

2.4 Previous Studies

Over the years, numerous studies have been undertaken to explore the relationship between psychosocial workplace hazards and Body Mass Index (BMI). One such study was conducted by Schulte et al. [22] to determine the relationship between long working hours with Body Mass Index (BMI). In the study, the researchers distributed questionnaires among Canadian workers and the result from the correlation analysis showed that workers who work more than 35 hours a week had an odds ratio of 1.4 for being overweight.

A more recent study by Ghimire [23] was conducted on the relationship between psychosocial workplace hazards and BMI. He distributed questionnaires to 2,118 Finnish workers and the results indicated that 8.9% of the workers have high Body Mass Index (BMI). Stanyar’s [7] study was also conducted to identify the relationship between psychosocial workplace hazards and Body Mass Index. The instrument used was the questionnaire which was distributed to 16,651 civil servant workers. The results showed that there is a negative relation between psychosocial workplace hazards and Body Mass Index (BMI).

Another study conducted by Hafner et al. [24] compared the effect of psychosocial workplace hazards on males and females’ BMI. Questionnaires were distributed to 21,882 British employees. The results show that 30.1% of men and 18.3% of women who were currently employed have a self-reported BMI of greater than 30, which is classified as obese. Arlinghaus et al. [25] conducted a survey on the relationship between long working hours and psychological stress with Body Mass Index (BMI). A set of questionnaires were distributed to 89,366 workers, and the results of the study showed that there exists a relationship between high amounts of working hours, high psychosocial stress and high Body Mass Index (BMI).

Many studies have been done to identify the relationship between psychosocial workplace hazards with mental health. One of the studies was conducted by Kortum [26]. The purpose of the study is to find the relationship between depression and anxiety with workers’ general mental health. The researcher distributed questionnaires to 120 workers, and the responses obtained showed issues related to overall mental health problems such as serious suicide cases, and mental health problems including unhappiness.

Another study by Leka & Jain [1] was aimed to test the relationship between psychological stress and mental health. The instrument used was questionnaires. The questionnaires were distributed to 8,800 workers and the results showed that from participants who were still working, 23.0% had experienced several periods of work stress compared with 17.9% of controls, and 100% experienced permanent work 17.9% of controls, and 100% experienced permanent work stress during the previous year versus 5.0% of controls.

Other than that, a study by Lundqvist [27] on the relationship between psychosocial workplace hazards and mental health which utilised questionnaires found that there is a positive relationship between psychosocial workplace hazards with mental health. Unfortunately, another study by Stanyar [7] with the same purpose showed different results. Questionnaires were distributed to 16,651 civil servant workers to study the same relationship. The result demonstrated that psychosocial workplace hazards negatively impact general mental health.

3. Methodology

3.1 Research Design

This study employed the quantitative method which uses objective measurements and mathematical, statistical or numerical analysis of data assembled together by surveys and questionnaires or by utilising already published statistical data using computational methods [28]. This study used the quantitative research method because it is suitable to be used to accomplish the objective of this research. For this research, the researcher used two types of data resources which are primary data and secondary data. Primary data is information that are collected for the purposes of this research project, while secondary data is data that have already been collected and are readily published in different resources [29]. In this research, primary data was collected through the distribution of questionnaires to the chosen respondents. Secondary data for this research were collected from journals and articles from both websites and online libraries such as Emerald Insight, Science Direct, Research Gate and much more. Then, the data were analysed quantitatively using SPSS software.

3.2 Respondents
A sampling is needed to conduct this research since it is very difficult to study the whole population. The sample size for this study was determined using Krejcie and Morgan's table [30]. The targeted population for this research is 300 workers from factories located in Klang, Selangor; therefore, the sample size was calculated to be 169 respondents. This research used random sampling in which each unit in the population has an equal chance of being selected. However, only 105 questionnaires were managed to be collected with a response rate of 62.1%. This was because of many respondents reluctant to fill in the questionnaire.

3.3 Instrumentation

This research was carried out using the questionnaire as an instrument. In this survey, the questionnaire was used as a tool for gathering data. There were four sections included in the questionnaire, i.e. Section A, Section B, Section C1 and Section C2. For Section A, the content was about the demographic profile of the respondents. Meanwhile for Section B, questions included were on psychosocial workplace hazards and answers employed the use of a 7-point Likert scale which ranging from "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree". The next section was Section C1 which consisted of questions on respondents’ current height and weight, which were then used to calculate their Body Mass Index (BMI). The last section which was Section C2 contained questions on respondents’ mental health which were measured using a 7-point Likert scale. Questions from this section were taken from the General Mental Health-12 Questionnaire.

Pre-testing was conducted on 30 workers from the same sample. Any adjustment and improvement to the questionnaire was done after the pre-testing. The completed and edited questionnaire was then distributed to the targeted samples. The Cronbach Alpha value for the pre-test for all variables was 0.794, which shows that the instrument is an acceptable and valid questionnaire [31].

3.4 Data Analysis

Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) was used to analyse the data that had been collected. SPSS is a software package used for statistical analysis which produces accurate results either in the form of tables or graphical charts. Descriptive analysis was used to calculate the frequency, average number, percentage, mean score and standard deviation. By using the data generated from data analysis, the demographic characteristics of factory employees in this study was identified. The correlation analysis, the Cramer' V correlation and Spearman correlation were used to examine the relationship between the independent variable and dependent variable. Cramer’ V was utilized to identify the relationship between psychosocial workplace hazards and workers’ Body Mass Index (BMI) due to one of the variables (BMI) is the nominal data. Meanwhile, the Spearman correlation was employed to determine the relationship between psychosocial workplace hazards and workers’ mental health because the data were not normally distributed.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Relationship between psychosocial workplace hazards and body mass index (BMI)

Table 1 shows the significance value of the relationship between psychosocial workplace hazards and Body Mass Index (BMI) which was recorded at 0.000 < 0.05. Thus, H0 is rejected because the significance value is less than 0.05. So, there is significant correlation between these two variables. The value of Cramer V shows that there is strong relationship between psychosocial workplace hazards and Body Mass Index. From the analysis, we can conclude that the correlations were strong and positive. This is an agreement with the findings of Arlinghaus et al. [25] which showed that there is the existence of relationship between long working hours, high psychological distress, and high BMI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Cramer V</th>
<th>Approx Sig</th>
<th>Sig or not</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Psychosocial hazards*BMI</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Sig</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Relationship between psychosocial workplace hazards and mental health

Table 2 demonstrates the result of the Spearman correlation. It reveals that there is no significant relationship between these two variables. Table 4.14 shows that the significant value of psychosocial workplace hazards towards mental health recorded was 0.087>0.05. Thus, H0 is accepted because the significance value is more than 0.05. Thus, there is no statistically significant correlation between these two variables. The value of the correlation coefficient shows that there is a weak but positive relationship between psychosocial workplace hazards and mental health. This analysis is related with the findings of Stanyar [7] who stated that psychosocial workplace hazards is negatively related to general mental health.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Spearman</th>
<th>Approx Sig</th>
<th>Sig or not</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Psychosocial hazards*Mental Health</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>Not</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion

The study demonstrates that only Body Mass Index (BMI) is correlated with psychosocial workplace hazards, while mental health is not significantly correlated with psychosocial workplace hazards. The design of this study and its findings contribute to an improved understanding
of psychosocial workplace hazards and their relation to Body Mass Index (BMI) and mental health. Future research should be conducted in different contexts such as in different industries and also consider the mediating role of elements such as job scope on the studied relationship.
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